connect: ID Session Highlight

ID and Blockchain

connect:ID, brought to you by the IBIA and SMP, is the foremost gathering of identity solutions experts. This year's event will be happening April 30 through May 2 here in Washington, DC and will explore some of today’s most novel developments. For example, ID and blockchain.

The bitcoin bubble has brought attention to the groundbreaking technology that underlies cryptocurrencies: the distributed ledger known as blockchain. But the applications of blockchain aren’t limited to digital currency, as shown by the growing adoption of blockchain for purposes such as self-executing “smart contracts.” Companies from JP Morgan to Walmart are beginning to incorporate the technology into their operations.

This session will take place on the third day of the conference at 11:00am and will be moderated by Terry Hsiao, CEO, Hook Mobile, USA. Adam Migus, Principal, The Migus Group, USA and Tim Ruff, CEO, Evernym, USA will provide their take on ID and blockchain based on their combined decades of experience in industry, as Brenda Leong, Senior Counsel and Director of Strategy, Future of Privacy Forum, USA unpacks the privacy implications of using the technology for identity management.

Registration for connect:ID is still open >> www.connectidexpo.com/delegate-booking/